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Abstract: This paper describes the research conducted as part of the

development of a driver interface for warning drivers about low oil

pressure, worn tires, etc.  In the first experiment, 27 drivers were asked

questions that examined their knowledge of components that might fail

(e.g., "What is an alternator for?").  For about half of the items, their

knowledge was inadequate.

In a second experiment, 60 drivers selected the words they preferred for

nine prototypical warnings from columns of choices (e.g., should the brake

fluid warning use the word "add," "low," "refill," or something else).  This

new method allowed a large set of messages to be rapidly produced from

a limited data set.  Drivers preferred command messages (what to do)

over error messages (what was wrong).

In the third experiment, 20 drivers responded to 15 candidate messages.

While most messages were well understood, this experiment identified a

few problems with specific warnings and the vehicle mimic.
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1 Introduction

This paper describes research that was conducted as part of a large project to help

design and evaluate driver information systems for cars of the future (Green, Williams,

Serafin, and Paelke, 1991; Green, 1993a; Green, 1995a).  The goals of the project were

to develop (1) design guidelines (Green, Levison, Paelke, and Serafin, 1993),

(2) methods for evaluating safety and ease of use (Green, 1993b,c), and (3) models of

driver performance (Levison, 1993; Levison and Cramer, 1993) in using information

systems.  The focus of the overall project was on five systems: navigation, traffic

information, cellular phone, road-hazard warning, and vehicle monitoring.  To address

real world problems, preproduction prototype interfaces were developed for each

system and evaluated in a series of experiments.

Descriptions of the preliminary research (Brand, 1990, Green, Serafin, Williams, and

Paelke, 1991; Serafin, Williams, Paelke, and Green, 1991; Green, 1992; Green and

Brand, 1992), along with development, laboratory, and on road evaluations concerning

the first four interfaces appear elsewhere (Green, and Williams, 1992; Green, Hoekstra,

and Williams, 1993; Green, Hoekstra, Williams, Wen, and George, 1993; Green,

Williams, Hoekstra, George, and Wen, 1993; Paelke, 1992; Green and Paelke, 1993;



Serafin, Wen, Paelke, and Green, 1993; Serafin, Wen, Paelke, and Green, 1993; Green

, 1995b).  This paper summarizes a technical report describing the vehicle monitoring

system (Williams, Hoekstra, and Green, 1993).

A vehicle-monitoring system provides drivers with information concerning the physical

condition of a vehicle, primarily warnings of malfunctions of the engine, drivetrain, fuel,

lighting, or other systems.  Common warnings include those for low oil pressure, high

engine temperature, and low brake-fluid pressure.  The vehicle monitoring system does

not include the speedometer, tachometer, odometer, or fuel gauge, and traditionally has

not included the oil pressure and engine temperature gauges.  Also excluded are

controls and displays related to the climate control, entertainment, wiper/washer, and

headlighting systems, though warning functions for them are included (e.g., low washer-

fluid warning).  In the past, only a limited number of functions were monitored.  Several

trends have led to expanded monitoring.

1. Demands for improved fuel economy, reduced air pollution, and smoother vehicle

response have led to increased monitoring of the engine and drivetrain.

2. In the U.S., most gas stations have become self service, so routine under-the-hood

inspections are uncommon.

3. The cost of sensors and computers has dropped significantly.

4. Customers expect greater vehicle reliability and levels of satisfaction.

Decisions concerning what information should be presented involve tradeoffs between

cost (of sensors and processing), system reliability, the usability of messages to drivers,



and other factors.  This particular paper addresses driver-centered considerations.  Two

key issues emerge:

1. What do drivers know and understand concerning how vehicles work and what can

go wrong with them?  (This information suggests which warnings drivers might

understand.)

2. How should messages be structured?  Should they say what is wrong (provide status

informantion), what to do (serve as commands), or both?  (Commands are perceived

as having greater urgency.)  Which words (or symbols) are preferred?

Very little has been reported in the literature concerning the presentation of messages

to drivers.  Green and Miller (1983) presented 76 drivers with a simulated warning

display capable of depicting 14 malfunctions (e.g., "brake," "air cond," "lamp fuse")

grouped into three subpanels ("service," "fluid level," "lamp out").  Drivers stated what

each warning meant and what they would do in response.  This simple display was

often misinterpreted.  (See Table 1.)  For example, when radiator warning (on the fluid

level subpanel) appeared, some drivers said they would replace the fan belt, an

erroneous response.



Table 1.  Error Rates Reported by Green and Miller (1983)

Service % Correct Fluid Level % Correct Lamp Out % Correct

Oil change 76 Fuel 89 Low Beam 79

30,000 check 69 Washer 89 Rear 82

Brake lining 76 Air Conditioner 55 Lamp Fuse 76

Transmission 57

Brake 66

Steering 61

Radiator 47

Oil 86

Green (1984) provides considerable data, both on general understanding of vehicles

and specific data on comprehension of warning gauges.  Data was obtained from 66

licensed drivers (36 men, 30 women) ranging in age from 18 to 78.  In general, many

drivers did not know what represented normal and abnormal values for vehicle

parameters.  For example, over 60% did not know what engine temperatures were

normal or associated with overheating.  Almost half did not know what voltage

represented normal electrical system performance.  Some errors were considerable

(e.g., normal engine temperatures below 50 degrees F, voltages of 3 volts or less).

As a whole, these two studies offer a pessimistic view of driver knowledge and use of

vehicle monitoring systems.  Many U.S. drivers do not know what constitutes normal

and abnormal  fluid levels, temperatures, pressures, currents, and voltages for vehicle

systems.  When presented warnings in what appears to be a straightforward manner,

drivers misinterpret them.



In another study in the literature, Baber and Wankling (1992) presented 40 employees

of an English auto company with 20 warnings, one at a time in one of four formats.

Each warning appeared once.  Participants rated warning urgency on a 1 (very urgent)

to 5 (ignore) scale as quickly as possible.  Warnings were shown on a CRT and

subjects used a mouse to select warning ratings.  Table 2 shows the results.

Table 2.  Results from Baber and Wankling (1992).

Symbol

only

Symbol +

Title

Symbol +

Action

Symbol +

Title + Action

Number of

Subjects

10 11 11 10

Time (ms) 1910 1600 1520 1310

Percent Correct

(correct category)

24 26 40 36

Percent Correct

(+/- 1 category)

64 63 74 72

Note:

1.  Symbols were similar to those in ISO 2575, the relevant international

standard (International Standards Organization, 1994).  Symbol titles

included "brake pads worn," "engine oil low," and "charging fault."

Associated actions were "change pads soon," "stop and turn off engine,"

and "check battery."



2.  The "+/- 1 category" refers to urgency ratings that were one above or

below the correct response.

Surprisingly, providing more information reduced response time, even though there was

more information to read.  This may have been due to the lack of context and the

confusing nature of the symbols presented.  It is therefore uncertain which format to

recommend for production vehicles.

While there are many alternative formats for warning information, logical and contractual

constraints limited options in this research.  The track record of speech output in cars

has been poor, so speech was ruled out.  ("Your door is ajar."  "No, a door is a door, not

a jar.")  Panel space constraints ruled out the use of gauges.  Development time and

funding constraints ruled out the development of a new set of international symbols.

Finally, concerns of excess complexity and distraction led to a fully automatic interface.

Clearly, modality and implementations for real products may have different constraints

and these choices deserve review.  However, since the purpose of this effort was to

focus the development of guidelines and test methods for typical interfaces, these

constraints are reasonable.

Three experiments were therefore conducted to (1) provide additional information on

driver knowledge of vehicle systems, (2) examine driver preferences for the content and

structure of text-based warnings, and (3) assess driver understanding of alternative

candidate warnings.



2 Experiment 1 - Driver Knowledge of Vehicles

Subjects included 27 patrons (13 men, 14 women) at a local driver licensing office.

They ranged in age from 19 to 44 with a mean of 28 years old.  All but one had some

college education.  Each was asked 25 open-ended questions in a one-on-one

interview.  Table 3 shows the questions and responses.

Using standard automotive dictionaries, response scoring rules were developed prior to

testing for each question.  There were four response categories: correct, partially

correct, glimmer (hint of understanding), and incorrect.  For example, for the question

"What is the alternator for?" the correct response was "the alternator powers the

electrical systems of the car and charges the battery."  Partially correct answers noted

either of the two functions.  Responses such as "it involves electricity," were scored as

glimmers.

Table 3. Scoring of Driver Knowledge Questions (n=27)

Question Correct Partial Glimmer Incorrect

1.  What is an alternator for? 7 7 4 9

2.  What happens if the alternator does not

work?

4 12 6 5

3.  What is special about antilock brakes? 14 7 0 6

4.  What happens if the antilock brakes don't

work?

8 9 0 10

5.  What is the battery for? 18 3 5 1



6.  What happens if the brake fluid is too low? 15 6 0 6

7.  What do fuses do? 8 7 0 12

8.  What happens if a fuse blows? 15 9 0 3

9.  Why does the engine oil need changing? 7 14 0 6

10. What happens if the engine oil

(the dipstick level) is too low?

12 11 0 4

11. What happens if the oil pressure is too low? 12 5 0 10

12. What does the oxygen sensor do? 2 5 3 17

13. What happens if the power steering fluid is

too low?

20 4 0 3

14. What do the struts do? 7 15 0 5

15. What happens if the radiator fluid is too

low?

27 0 0 0

16. What happens if the tire pressure is too

low?

11 13 0 3

17. What happens if the tires are very worn? 7 20 0 0

18. What does wheel alignment refer to? 5 17 0 5

19. What happens if the wheels are not

aligned?

11 15 0 1

20. What does the master cylinder do? 7 7 1 12

21. What is the clutch for? 9 13 3 2

22. What does transmission fluid do? 2 16 0 9

23. What do the shock absorbers do? 20 3 0 4

24. What does the catalytic converter do? 6 11 2 8

25. What is the accessory drive belt for? 5 1 1 20



Responses to questions were grouped into three categories based on the total number

of completely correct and partially correct answers:  sufficient understanding (85-100

percent correct), marginal understanding (74- 84 percent), and insufficient

understanding (less than 75 percent).  The 75 percent cutout is consistent with the

practice for the understanding of automotive symbols.  Questions associated with blown

fuses, low oil, power steering, and radiator fluid, along with low tire pressure, worn tire,

poor wheel alignment, and shock absorber malfunction were sufficiently understood.  In

the marginal category were antilock brake function, battery, low brake-fluid level,

reasons for engine oil change, and strut and clutch functions.  Insufficiently understood

were the alternator function and failure, antilock brake failure, fuse, low oil pressure,

oxygen sensor, master cylinder, transmission fluid, catalytic converter, and the

accessory drive belt.  Drivers did not know that when the antilock braking feature failed,

the main brakes should still work and did not realize the difference between low oil

pressure and level.  It was believed that it would be difficult to develop meaningful

warning messages for poorly understood functions if only status information was

provided.

While the focus of this experiment was on providing a general sense of driver

knowledge, specific guidelines emerged concerning the choice of familiar and

understandable terminology for warnings (e.g., use "emissions sensor" instead of

"oxygen sensor").

3 Experiment 2 - Warning Message Structure

To help develop an enhanced vehicle monitoring system, a list was made of vehicle

monitoring information elements that would be technically feasible by the year 2000.

Warnings were sorted by the type of message and prioritized.  The list was extensive



and testing all messages was impractical.  Therefore, messages were categorized,

based on the action involved.  (For example, if subjects preferred "door open" over

"door not closed," then similar preferences were expected for the hood, trunk, hatch,

and fuel door messages.)  Except for items commonly serviced by drivers (windshield

washer fluid, radiator fluid), only one message was tested from each category.

(Language for clutch fluid and brake fluid are likely to be similar.)  Promoting

consistency (by using standardized wording) should help drivers learn the meaning of

warnings.

Warnings can describe the symptom, the problem, the correction, or the consequence

of failing to correct the problem.  If only one item of information could be presented, it

was thought best to identify the problem.

Consequently, only nine basic messages were tested.   For each message, subjects

were shown columns of words that could be strung together to form a message.  (Figure

1 shows a sample completed response.)  Drivers circled one word from each column to

indicate their preference.  Selecting "none" from a column meant that a word from a

particular column was not required.  This method has the advantage of allowing for the

rapid comparison of numerous message alternatives.

(None)
New
Replace

_______

headlamp
headlight

(none) 
burned out
maintenance
out
repair 
service
__________

(none)
desired
necessary
needed
required
________



Figure 1.  Sample response: "Replace headlamp"

Note: Other valid messages include "headlight out," "headlamp service desired," etc.

Other methods considered included showing subjects pairs of messages and asking for

preferences, or having subjects rate alternatives on some scale.  However, a cursory

examination of Figure 1 shows that the number of possible messages is very large (new

or replace paired with either headlamp or headlight, headlamp or headlight with burned

out or out, and headlamp or headlight combined with maintenance, repair, or service,

and possibly with any word in the last column).

In this experiment, 60 drivers (35 men, 25 women) ranging in age from 18 to 62 (mean

34) participated.  The sample was well educated.  All but six subjects had completed

some college.  They drove an average of 16,500 miles/year, slightly more than average

for the U.S.

Tables 3 through 12 show driver preferences for warning messages.  For the accessory

drive belt (Table 4), drivers preferred the message beginning with a belt name followed

by a maintenance directive.  Since drivers knew what an alternator was, but not an

"accessory drive belt," "alternator belt" should be used instead where appropriate.



Table 4.  Preferences for accessory-drive-belt warning structure.

30 (None) accessory drive belt 15 service 19 (none)

25 Replace 14 loose or worn 16 needed

4 New 12 maintenance 16 required

1 Check 11 (none) 8 necessary

8 repair 1 desired

Note: "Check," shown in italics, was not shown on the original form but

was written in by a subject.

For brake fluid (Table 5), commands (“add,” “refill,” “replenish,” “add more”) were

preferred over conditions (low, running out of).  A weakness of this message is that it

does not get the driver to attend to the primary problem, a leak in the system.



Table 5.  Preferences for brake-fluid warning structure.

19 Low brake fluid 38 (none)

16 Add 12 needed

12 Refill 7 reservoir

5 (None) 1 tank

4 Replenish 1 levels

2 Running out of 0 bottle

1 Add more 1 [skipped]

1 Check

0 Add some

For door status message (Table 6), the modifiers "open" or "ajar" are equally desired.

Table 6.  Preferences for door warning structure.

door 25 ajar

25 open

6 not closed

2 (none)

2 unlatched

The overwhelming preference for a fuse warning message (Table 7) was “Replace

fuse.” Since almost all drivers understood that a blown fuse would disable a system,

identifying the failed system would be meaningful.



Table 7.  Preferences for fuse warning structure.

42 Replace fuse 28 (none)

11 (None) 11 burned out

7 New 7 required

6 needed

5 necessary

3 desired

As with the brake-fluid warning, drivers were divided in their preferences for the

headlamp command ("replace") or condition ("burned out," "out," etc.) message, with

the command being preferred (Table 8).  Headlight was preferred to headlamp.

Table 8.  Preferences for headlight/headlamp warning structure.

32 Replace 34 headlight 23 (none) 38 (none)

24 (None) 21 headlamp 18 burned out 8 needed

3 New 5 [skipped] 8 out 8 required

1 Left or Right 7 service 5 necessary

2 maintenance 1 desired

2 repair

For messages related to oil, drivers had a slight preferences for command messages

(“Add,” “Add more,” or “Add some”) over the condition messages “low oil,” as shown in



Table 9.  To be consistent with the command format used elsewhere, “Add engine oil” is

recommended.

Table 9.  Preferences for oil warning structure.

26 Low 35 engine oil

22 Add 25 (none)

5 Add more

4 (None)

1 Add some

1 Service

1 Check

As shown in Table 10, many combinations were selected for the strut/suspension

message, with an almost even split between command ("replace") and condition

("service," "worn") messages.

Table 10.  Preferences for shock or strut/suspension warning structure.

30 (None) 18 shock or strut 19 (none) 26 (none)

29 Replace 18 suspension 17 service 14 required

1 New 24 [skipped] 11 worn 11 needed

7 maintenance 8 necessary

6 repair 1 desired



For the washer fluid message (Table 11), the overwhelming preference is the

commands “add [or refill] windshield washer fluid.”

Table 11.  Preferences for washer warning structure.

19 Add 34 windshield washer 33 fluid 45 (none)

15 Refill 20 (none) 19 (none) 11 needed

14 Low 6 [skipped] 7 solvent 3 reservoir

5 (None) 1 liquid 1 tank

3 Replenish 0 bottle

2 Add more

2 Running out of

0 Add some

While “Improper/poor wheel alignment,” (the condition message structure) was

preferred (Table 12), drivers might misinterpret this warning to pay more attention to

steering.  To avoid this possibility, the second preference “Wheel alignment service” is

recommended.  Since a similar misunderstanding is unlikely for tire rotation (a message

having a similar structure), the word "service" should not be included in its warning.



Table 12.  Preferences for wheel alignment warning structure.

25 Improper wheel alignment 34 service 27 (none)

18 (None) 26 (none) 13 needed

16 Poor 11 required

1 [skipped] 8 necessary

1 desired

Based on these data, the messages in Table 13 are recommended.  Interestingly, only

the "door open" and related messages give status information.  All other messages are

commands.



Table 13.  Recommended Messages from Experiment 2.

Message Also for

Alternator drive belt service needed

Add brake fluid power steering fluid, transmission fluid,

clutch fluid

Door open hood, trunk/hatch, fuel door

Replace fuse (number/system)

Replace headlight brake light, fog light, high-beam lamp,

tail light, turn-signal light, back-up light

Add engine oil

Suspension service needed brake service, clutch plate service

Add windshield washer fluid radiator fluid/coolant

Wheel alignment service needed tire rotation

4 Experiment 3 - Understandability of Candidate Warning Messages

Twenty patrons (11 men, 9 women) waiting in line at a local driver licensing office

served as subjects.  They ranged in age from 17 to 69 with a mean of 33 years old.

They drove an average of 17,000 miles per year (range: 2,000 to 35,000 miles).

Subjects were shown the warning display as it would appear for 15 situations.  (See

Figure 2 for an example.)  Images were black and white except for the border (red for

severe, yellow for moderately severe).  When appropriate, problem tires, signal lamps,

and doors were color coded red or yellow.  Subjects were to imagine they were driving

from Ann Arbor to East Lansing, Michigan to meet a friend, and they had been driving



for five minutes when the warning appeared.  In response to each display, subjects

identified what each warning meant, what they would do about it, and when.  One

warning appeared twice in the sequence (replace turn signal lamp), once by itself and

once with the worn tire warning.

Engine temperature near high

Figure 2.  Example Vehicle Monitor Warning

Table 14 shows a summary of driver responses to each of the warning messages.

Generally, messages were well understood and drivers interpreted them as slightly

more urgent than intended.  Exceptions included engine temperature near high (not

distinguished from high), low oil pressure (confused with low oil level), and antilock

brake failure (misinterpreted as total braking system failure).  Further, not all subjects

would respond to the change oil advisories.  Finally, a moderate number of drivers

misinterpreted the vehicle graphic as to which tire or headlamp needed attention.

Table 14.  Warning messages and their color-coded severity presented to drivers.

# Color Warning Response



1 - Low fuel All subjects either said they needed more gas or were low

on fuel.  Nine said they would add it in the next 5 to 15

miles, 9 in 20 to 50 miles, 1 in 100 miles, and 1 in a few

hours.

2 yellow Worn tire All subjects responded the tire is worn/getting bare,

though 2 of the 20 identified the wrong tire.  One would

change it immediately, 11 at the next exit/next service

station, 4 at the destination, and 4 when they returned

home.  Drivers treated this warning as needing attention

sooner than was intended.

3 red Low oil

pressure!

Nine subjects realized the pressure was low.  Six

suspected the level was low.  Other responses included

check oil (2), bad sending unit (2), and change oil (2).

Despite its simplicity, this message was being

misinterpreted.

4 yellow Engine

temperature

near high

Seventy-five percent of the subjects realized the engine

was getting too hot, while 2 thought it was overheated

and 3 thought is was low on coolant.  Most (17) would

slow down or stop to let it cool; 11 would do so

immediately and 8 would take action at the next exit or

service station.  Reactions are slightly stronger than

desired.

5 red High engine

temperature!

Responses to this were almost the same as those to the

"near high" warning, with urgency being viewed as only

slightly greater.



6 - Replace turn

signal lamp

Except for one driver (who thought this warning could

refer to either the brake or turn signal lamp), this warning

was correctly interpreted; half stated they would replace

the lamp after returning from their trip.

7 - Replace air

filter

All subjects correctly understood the warning, but a few

gave it greater urgency than desired, saying they would

replace it at the next exit (2) or at their destination in East

Lansing (4).

8 yellow Antilock

brake system

failure

Misinterpretation of this message was common.  Seven

drivers thought the brakes had failed, and 2 were unsure

if the regular or antilock brakes had failed.  Six drivers

said they would test (pump) the brakes.

9 - Low tire

pressure

All drivers understood the message; 14 said they would

fill the tire at the next exit or service station.

10 - Add engine

coolant

All but 1 or 2 drivers fully understood this message.

Thirteen said they would act upon the message at the

next exit or service station.

11 red Power brake

failure!

Ten drivers said they had no brakes (a complete loss of

braking capability).  The other 10 said something was

wrong.  Responses included test brakes (5), pull

over/slow down/stop (6), or go to the next service station

(9).  Responses would be fairly immediate (now, at next

exit, etc.).



12 yellow Worn tire All drivers understood this message, with the time period

of when they would act upon it varying widely

(2 immediately, 6 at the next exit, 2 at the destination, 5

after returning home).  Four drivers mistakenly identified

the wrong tire as being worn.

- Replace turn

signal lamp

Three drivers would replace the lamp immediately, 2 at

the next exit, 4 at their destination, and 11 after returning

home.

13 - Oil change

needed 500

miles

Sixteen drivers would respond to the message as

intended (changing their oil within 500 miles.  Four would

ignore it (1 of whom was unsure if it was due in the next

500 miles or it was 500 miles overdue).  Some drivers

were vehement in their mistrust of this warning.

14 yellow Oil change

200 miles

overdue

Only 2 of the 20 subjects would ignore this message.

Ten would replace the oil that day, 8 within a few days.

15 - [trunk and

door show

open on

mimic,

no text]

Only 1 subject (out of 20) did not know what this

message meant.

5 Conclusions and Discussion

Driver knowledge was quite varied, with drivers being unfamiliar with many vehicle

components or their function.  Where specific warnings are being considered, it may be



more appropriate to provide a more general system-level message.  For example, many

drivers do not know what a master cylinder is for, and would find a message concerning

it uninformative.  However, they do know the brake system is important and would

respond as desired to a brake warning.

The second experiment identified a unique and quick method for developing warnings

for full set of functions from warnings for a limited subset.  The circle-a-word approach

allowed a large number of alternatives (typically 15-50) to be examined in a single

decision.  Furthermore, the focus on common message qualities (fluids, temperatures,

etc.) kept the number of warnings to be investigated to a small number (approximately

1/3 of the total).  Use of the circle-a-word method in combination with a focus on

common message qualities drastically reduced the scope of the research required and

will lead to a consistent (and more readily learned) set of warning messages.  This

approach could be used in many contexts where text messages are required.

Should others apply this method, several improvements should be made.  First, the

instructions for allowing subjects to add key words to messages need to be more

explicit than was the case here.  Second, provisions for checking for missing data (to

obtain complete responses) need to be added.

In terms of results from the second experiment, there was a general preference for

command-oriented messages as opposed to those reporting malfunctions.  This was

particularly true of items drivers could act upon themselves.

The final experiment indicated that drivers responded well to the candidate message

developed, though there were slight problems with the low oil pressure, antilock brake



failure, and temperature-near-high message.  There were also some difficulties with

driver understanding of the car mimic.

Readers are reminded, that the goal of this research was not to develop messages for

an international standard, but to focus on evaluation methods, though the candidates

developed were certainly reasonable and understandable.  Further evaluation of the

candidates is desired, along with the development of international symbols and other

alternatives.
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